START WITH AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR®. DON’T STOP UNTIL YOU’VE REACHED THE FINISHING TOUCH.

Whether it’s a new Dodge vehicle or one that’s been under your care for years, there’s no better way to personalize it than with Authetic Accessories by Mopar. By choosing Authentic Accessories, you gain more than premium protection or extreme entertainment — you also add a distinctive view of style that checks out.

Don’t settle for anything other than Authentic Accessories, featuring a fit, finish, and functionality specifically for your Dodge vehicle. Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar are available through your local Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram retailer.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:
- Engine Block Heater
- Locking Gas Cap
- Master Shield® Vehicle Protection Products
- Premium Vehicle Care Products
- Speed Control
- Trailering Accessories

SIRIUS services require subscriptions sold separately after any complimentary trial included with purchase/lease. Governed by Terms and Conditions available at siriuscanada.ca.

Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your retailer for the latest Mopar product information.
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1. **Chrome Body Side Mouldings.** Add a little personality with chrome accents. Mouldings sold in set of four.

2. **19-Inch Cast-Aluminum Wheel.** Machined to match your vehicle’s specifications, this premium wheel features a 10-spoke design with black-painted finish and polished flange. All our wheels undergo stringent testing for optimal durability and for maintaining a long-lasting shine.

3. **Molded Splash Guards.** Make a stylish splash while protecting the rocker panel and rear fascia of your Journey from damage caused by gravel, salt, and road spray. Available for front and rear.

4. **Chrome Exhaust Tip.** Enhance the appearance of your vehicle’s existing exhaust system. Rigorously tested for corrosion resistance to ensure a long-lasting shine.

5. **Chrome Fuel Filler Door.** A bright complement to any body-colour. Replaces existing fuel filler door. Features easy, no-drill installation and smooth door operation.

**Style and Protection A Perfect Match.**

Get large when it comes to style. Get aggressive when it comes to good looks. Authentic Dodge Accessories can help you make your Journey stand out, without setting you back.

1. **Chrome Body Side Mouldings.** Add a little personality with chrome accents. Mouldings sold in set of four.

2. **19-Inch Cast-Aluminum Wheel.** Machined to match your vehicle’s specifications, this premium wheel features a 10-spoke design with black-painted finish and polished flange. All our wheels undergo stringent testing for optimal durability and for maintaining a long-lasting shine.

3. **Molded Splash Guards.** Make a stylish splash while protecting the rocker panel and rear fascia of your Journey from damage caused by gravel, salt, and road spray. Available for front and rear.

4. **Chrome Exhaust Tip.** Enhance the appearance of your vehicle’s existing exhaust system. Rigorously tested for corrosion resistance to ensure a long-lasting shine.

5. **Chrome Fuel Filler Door.** A bright complement to any body-colour. Replaces existing fuel filler door. Features easy, no-drill installation and smooth door operation.

**Take it with you.**

1. **Front Air Deflector.** Shatter-resistant deflector creates an air stream that helps direct bugs, grit, and road spray up and away from your vehicle’s hood and windshield.

2. **Sport Utility Bars.** Built of heavy-duty raw-anodized aluminum, these beefy bars attach to the standard equipment roof side rails and accommodate all Mopar carrier accessories.

3. **Roof Box Carrier.** Now you can increase the cargo capacity of your Journey to keep up with your active lifestyle. This tough, locking thermoplastic carrier attaches to the sport utility bars and enhances the appearance of your Journey.

4. **Chrome Mirror Covers.** Reflect your personal sense of style with these bright chrome covers that meet Dodge brand standards for quality, fit, and finish.

5. **19-Inch Chrome-Clad Wheel.** This custom five-spoke corrosion-resistant wheel is designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride.
1. **SPORT UTILITY BARS.**
   Designed for easy access to the rear of the vehicle.
   - **Style:** Silver-anodized, lockable, and comes with SPORT UTILITY BAR®-standard equipment roof rack side rails and crossbars.
   - **Option:** A variety of colors and styles are available.

2. **ROOF RACK CARRIERS.**
   - **Function:** Ideal for traveling with Lock & Ride®.|PROTECTORS.
   - **Style:** Designed to help protect the door sills from scratches.
   - **Weight:** 3,500 pounds.
   - **Material:** Brushed stainless steel.
   - **Set of four.

3. **ROOF RACK CROSSBARS.**
   - **Function:** Designed to help protect the door sills from scratches.
   - **Weight:** 3,500 pounds.
   - **Material:** Brushed stainless steel.
   - **Set of four.

4. **ROOF MOUNT BASKET.**
   - **Function:** Adds cargo space and locks to the roof rack.
   - **Style:** Includes basket with cover and either-side opening.
   - **Weight:** 111.8 cm x 99.1 cm.
   - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
   - **Set of two.

5. **CARGO NET.**
   - **Function:** Securely holds cargo.
   - **Style:** Includes acrylic deflector that is designed to follow the contours of the cargo.
   - **Weight:** 2.1 kg.
   - **Material:** Acrylic deflector.
   - **Set of two.

6. **ROOF MOUNT MINI BASKET.**
   - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
   - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
   - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
   - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
   - **Set of two.

7. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
   - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
   - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
   - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
   - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
   - **Set of two.

8. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
   - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
   - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
   - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
   - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
   - **Set of two.

9. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
   - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
   - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
   - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
   - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
   - **Set of two.

10. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
    - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
    - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
    - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
    - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
    - **Set of two.

11. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
    - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
    - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
    - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
    - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
    - **Set of two.

12. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
    - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
    - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
    - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
    - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
    - **Set of two.

13. **MINI TRUNK CARRIER.**
    - **Function:** Designed to add cargo space to the vehicle.
    - **Style:** Includes basket with cover.
    - **Weight:** 2.7 kg.
    - **Material:** Heavy-duty black nylon.
    - **Set of two.
PREMIUM ELECTRONICS: ON THE MOVE. IN THE GROOVE.

1. DVD REAR SEAT VIDEO. This integrated CD/DVD system features a 10-inch LCD wide-screen that provides a full view from side-rear and third-row seats. Featuring trim-bench seating for a video camera, CD player, and popular video game units, it has wireless headphones and an infrared remote.

2. REARVIEW MIRROR WITH BACK-UP CAMERA AND BLUETOOTH® HANDED-FREE PHONE.®

3. DVD REAR SEAT VIDEO.

4. REARVIEW CAMERA.®

5. PARK-CENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST SYSTEM.® This advanced system utilizes ultrasound technology to assist you when slowly backing up your vehicle during parking maneuvers. The rear-facade-mounted sensors emit ultrasonic sound waves to a distance of 1.83 metres. Three different warning tones and a visual alert help you determine your distance to an object.

6. SMART KEY.® Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle with a touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic keyless entry system.

7. ECOGRAPH.® This integrated CD/DVD system features a 10-inch LCD wide-screen that provides a full view from side-rear and third-row seats. Featuring trim-bench seating for a video camera, CD player, and popular video game units, it has wireless headphones and an infrared remote.

8. HEATED SEATS.®

9. ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS).® It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. Mopar’s Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTS) gives you 24/7 with nationwide coverage to keep track of your vehicle. This GPS-enabled real-time tracking system includes a theft protection warranty and is transferable. Optional upgrada
gions include a Century Electronic Tracking and GeolocTM on-board panic button. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking, and full concierge service are also offered.

10. STORAGE BAG.